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Introduction

Let F be a non-degenerate indefinite quadratic form on R" (n ~ 3). A.

Oppenheim conjectured and G. A. Margulis proved [M] that if F is not a
multiple of a rational form, then F(Z") is not discrete around the origin. In this
paper, we are concerned with a generalization of this result in a S-arithmetic
setting.

In the sequel, k is a number field and o the ring of integers of k. For every
normalized absolute value 1. 1,, on k, let k, be the completion of k at v. Let S be a
finite set of places of k containing the set Soo of archimedean ones, ks the direct
sum of the fields ks (s E S) and os the ring of S-integers of k (i.e. of elements x ~ k
such that |x|v ~ 1 for all v e S).

Let F be a quadratic form on k". Equivalently, F can be viewed as a collection
F., (s E S), where F., is a quadratic form on ki. The form is non-degenerate if and
only if each F, is non-degenerate. We shall say that F is isotropic if each FS is so,
i.e. if there exists for each s E S an element xs E ks - {0} such that Fs(xs) = 0. If s is
a real place, this condition is equivalent to F, being indefinite (since it is non-
degenerate). The form F will be said to be rational (over k) if it is a multiple of a
form on kn, i.e. if there exists a form Fo on k n and 03BB invertible in ks such that
F = À . F 0’ and irrational otherwise.
Endowed with the product topology, ks is, with respect to the addition, a

locally compact group and os is a discrete cocompact subgroup. Similarly, os is a
cocompact lattice in k’S. If F is rational, then F(os) is discrete in ks, since we can
write F = 03BB. F 0 (03BB E k*S) and may even assume that F 0 has coefficients in o, whence
F(on c 03BBoS. As a generalization of the Oppenheim conjecture we shall prove
that if F is irrational, isotropic non-degenerate and n ? 3, then F(os) is non-
discrete around the origin of ks. In fact, we shall establish a somewhat stronger
statement:

THEOREM A. Let F be as above. Assume F to be non-degenerate, isotropic and

*Supported by the NSF at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, during 1987-88.
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n ~ 3. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

We just remarked that (ii) ~ (i) and it is obvious that (iii) ~ (ii). So the interest
lies in the implications (i) =&#x3E; (ii) ~ (iii). If k = Q and S = S~, then (ii) and (iii) are
identical and (i) ~ (ii) is the Oppenheim conjecture. Thus our (i) ~ (ii) is a direct
generalization of it, while (i) ~ (iii) is a natural strengthening, which should of
course be true if, as is expected, F(o") is dense in k (see Section 6).
To prove Theorem A we shall first handle two main special cases:

(I) The implication (i) ~ (ii) when S = S~. The argument there is patterned
after that of Margulis.’

(II) The implication (i) =&#x3E; (iii) when at least one of the F, is multiple of a k-
rational form. The proof uses strong approximation in algebraic groups, some
elementary geometry of numbers and is quite different from that of (I).
The implication (i) ~ (iii) in the general case then follows easily from (I) and

(II).

Margulis deduced the Oppenheim conjecture from a theorem about closures
of orbits of SO(2, 1) in SL3(R)/SL3(Z). It is easily seen that conversely the
Oppenheim conjecture implies such an orbit theorem. There is a similar

equivalence in the general case (Section 1). In (I), we follow Margulis by proving
first an orbit theorem but, in (II), we proceed directly to the Oppenheim
conjecture, so that Theorem A yields an assertion about closures of orbits in the
S-arithmetic case.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 contains some preliminary
results, in particular a reduction of the proof of Theorem A to the case n = 3 and
a discussion of the relation, for n = 3, between Theorem A and assertions about
closures of orbits in spaces of lattices. As a preparation to (I), we give in Section 2
more algebraic geometric proofs of some lemmas of [M] on actions of unipotent
groups, so that the consequences drawn in [M] for SL3(R) are also valid for
SL3(C). We then treat (I) in Section 3, (II) in Section 4, and the general case in
Section 5. In section 6, we add some remarks and questions about a still open
problem, namely whether F(on) is dense when F is irrational.
The generalization from the original case to that of a number field (with

1 This implication also follows from the validity of the Raghunathan conjecture on orbit closures,
recently proved by M. Ratner [Rt], (cf. §7).
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S = S~), was proposed first in [RR], where some partial results are obtained. We
have added finite places following a suggestion of G. Faltings. We thank G. A.
Margulis for a simplification in the proof of 1 which arose in a discussion with
one of us (G. P.).
The main results of this paper have been announced, with sketches of some

proofs, in [BP].

1. Preliminaries

In this section, we show that it suffices to establish Theorem A for n = 3 and then

prove that it is equivalent to some statements about closures of orbits in
SL3(ks)/SL3(os). We first fix some notation and conventions:

1.0. In the sequel, the notation preceding the statement of Theorem A is used
without further reference. We also let S f = S - S 00 .
For any subring A of k, we view A" as diagonally embedded in ks. If V is a

vector subspace of kn, then VS: = V ~kkS is viewed as a ks-submodule of ks.
If G is a locally compact group, Go denotes the connected component of the

identity in G. An element d ~ G is said to contract a subgroup U if it normalizes U
and limn~~ dn.u.d-n = 1 for every u E U.

1.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q and
r c G(Q) an arithmetic subgroup. Let E be a subgroup of G(R) generated by
unipotent elements and assume that E. F = Rr, where R is a closed connected

subgroup of G(R) such that R n r has finite covolume in R. Then R = E(R)’, where
E is the smallest Q-subgroup of G whose group of real points contains E.

Proof. We note first that E is connected in the Zariski topology and, more
precisely, that E c E (R)°. Indeed, if UEE then some power u’" of u belongs to
E(R)’. If u is unipotent and ~1, then the whole one-parameter unipotent
subgroup exp(t log um) (t e R), in particular u itself, belongs to Ê(R)".
Next we claim that the Levi subgroups of E are semi-simple. Let C be the

quotient /Ru of E by its unipotent radical. The image of E in C is generated
by unipotent elements, hence belongs to the derived group -9C of C. The inverse
image of DC in E is defined over Q and its group of real points contains E, so it
coincides with E. It follows that E has no non-trivial rational character defined
over Q, which, as is known, implies that E(R)° . r is closed [A], hence also that
R c Ê(R)’. On the other hand, by [D: §4], the Zariski-closure (R n F) of
R n F contains all unipotent elements of R, hence E and therefore E. But the
inclusion R c Ê(R)" shows that E contains the smallest Q-subgroup R contain-
ing R, hence also A(R n F). As a result

and R is contained and Zariski-dense in E. Being connected, in the ordinary
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topology, it must be normal in Ê(R)". Its image in C(R)° is normal, connected,
hence closed (C is semi-simple) and Zariski-dense. Therefore the image of R is
the whole of C(R)°. It also follows that the image in C of a maximal connected
semi-simple subgroup M of R is equal to C(R)°, whence R = M.(Ru ~ R). The
group M being semi-simple, linear, is of finite index in the group of real points of
an algebraic R-group. The group Ru n R is connected, unipotent, hence also
algebraic. As a consequence, R itself is of finite index in the group of real points
of an algebraic group [B: §7]. Since R is Zariski-dense in E, the proposition is
proved.

1.2. PROPOSITION. Let m, n E N. For each seS, let Hs be a connected almost
simple and isotropic ks-subgroup of SLn, of dimension m. Let Hs = Hs(ks) and H.,
the product of the HS (s E S), viewed as a subgroup of SLn(ks). Assume that
r = Hs n SLn(os) is of finite covolume in Hs. Then there exists a connected k-
subgroup M of SLn/k such that M(ks) = Hs.

Proof Let

U be a compact open subgroup of Hf and 0393U = (U x H~) n r. The group 0393U is
of finite covolume in U x H~ hence the projection 0393’U of ru in Hoo, which is
discrete since U is compact, is of finite covolume. We view the product of the
SLn(ks) (SESoo) as the group of real points of the Q-group L = Rk/QSLn/k
obtained from SLn, viewed as a k-group, by restriction of scalars from k to Q.
Then 0393’U is contained in an arithmetic subgroup of L~ and, being of finite
covolume, is Zariski-dense, since H~ is by assumption a product of simple non-
compact Lie groups. Therefore H~ is the group of real points of a Q-group. By
assumption, it is the product of its projections on the factors SLn(ks)’ therefore it
is itself of the form Rk/QM(R), where M is a connected k-subgroup of SLn, of
dimension m. This already shows that Hs = M(ks) for all s ~ S~. Now 0393’U is to be
viewed as an arithmetic subgroup of Îvl(k). Let MI be the product of the M(ks)
for s ~ Sf. It is known that 0393’U, diagonally embedded in Mf, is dense in an open
subgroup. Therefore MI c Hf and then MI = Hf for dimensional reasons.

1.3. PROPOSITION. Assume F to be irrational and n ~ 3. Then there exists a
three-dimensional subspace V of kn such that the restriction of F to YS is non-

degenerate, isotropic and irrational.
Proof. Fix SES. Let Hs be the orthogonal group of Fs. Let M be a subspace of

ks on which the restriction of Fs is non-degenerate. It is well-known that the
Hs(ks)-orbit of M in the Grassmannian Gm,n of m-planes (m = dim M) in kns is
open (for the analytic topology) in Gm,n(ks). This follows from the fact that if ls is
an algebraically closed extension of ks, then HS(ls)(M) is open in Gm,n(ls) and from
the existence of local cross-sections (in the analytic topology) for the fibration of
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HS(ks) by the isotropy group of M. In particular, if Fs is isotropic on M, then Fs is
non-degenerate and isotropic on any m-dimensional subspace of ki sufficiently
close to M.

Assume now n &#x3E; 3. We want to prove the existence of a subspace V of kn of
codimension one, such that the restriction of F to VS is non-degenerate, isotropic
and irrational. For each s ~ S, fix M s c ki of codimension one, on which Fs is
non-degenerate and isotropic. By weak approximation in ks, we may find
M’ c kn, of codimension one, such that M’ ~kks is arbitrarily close to Ms for
each s, therefore such that the restriction of F to M’S is non-degenerate and
isotropic. There remains to show that there exists such an M’ on which F is in
addition irrational. Fix e ~ M’(k) on which no Fs is zero. Again, this exists by
weak approximation. After having multiplied F by a unit in ks we may assume
that Fs(e) = 1 for aIl SES. Let M be the set of (n-1)-dimensional subspaces of kn
containing e and such that the restriction of F to Ms is non-degenerate and
isotropic. Assume that for no M ~ M, FI Ms is irrational. Then F(x) E k for all
x ~ M(k), M ~ M. For a given s, the map x ~ Fs(x) is a regular function on 1:.
Since it takes rational values on the union of the M(k), which is obviously
Zariski-dense in 1:, it is defined over k, hence Fs(x) ~ k for all x ~ kn and this
implies that Fs is rational over k. Since Fs(x) is independent of s for x E M(k),
M ~ M, it follows that F is rational, contradiction. Therefore the restriction of F
to some element in M is irrational, and the proposition follows by descending
induction on n.

1.4. LEMMA. Fix s E S. Let Fs be a non-degenerate isotropic quadratic form on k’;.
Given a neighborhood U of the origin in ks, there exists 03B5 &#x3E; 0 such that Fs(U - 0)
contains all elements of ks with absolute value  03B5.

Proof The space ki is the direct sum of a hyperbolic plane for Fs and of its
orthogonal complement. This reduces us to the case n = 2 and Fs = x. y, for
which our assertion is obvious.

1.5. We now come back to the situation of Theorem A for n = 3 and introduce

some further notation. We let Gs = SL3(ks) and GS = SL3(kS)=03A0s~SGs. The
standard S-arithmetic subgroup of SL3 is rs = SL3(os). We let Q = Gs/rs. It is
the space of free os-submodules of k3S of maximal rank and déterminant one. We
write Ao for o3S. For a non-degenerate quadratic form F = (Fs) on ks, we let HF be
the product 03A0s~SSO(Fs)(ks).

1.6. PROPOSITION. Let F be the set of non-degenerate isotropic quadratic
forms on ks. Then the following two assertions are equivalent :

(a) Any F ~ F which does not represent zero rationally either is rational or

satisfies (ii) of Theorem A.
(b) If F ~ F and z e 03A9 are such that HF, Z is relatively compact, then HF . z is

compact.
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Proof. We first assume (b) for z = A,,. Note first that, in view of Mahler’s
criterion and the fact that HF consists of elements of determinant one, the
assumption HF. Ao relatively compact is equivalent to

(1) There exists a neighborhood U of the origin in ks such that HF . Ao n U = {0}.
Assume that (ii) of Theorem A does not hold for some e &#x3E; 0. Fix U such that

max |Fs(us)|s  e for u = (us) ~ U. Then (1) is satisfied, hence HF . Ao is compact.
By Arens theorem, HF . Ao is homeomorphic to HFI(HF n rs), hence HF n rS is
cocompact in HF. By 1.2, we can find a k-subgroup M of SL3 such that
HF = M(ks) and this implies that F is rational.
Assume now (a). Let F ~ F and z ~ 03A9 be such that HF . z is relatively compact.

Let g E Gs be such that g-1. z = Ao and let F’ = tg . F. g. Then Np. Ao is relatively
compact so that (1) holds for F’. In view of 1.4 and Witt’s theorem, this implies
that F’ does not take arbitrarily small values, in absolute value, on Ao - {0},
hence also that it does not represent zero rationally; therefore, it does not fulfill
(ii). By (a), F’ is rational and then HF’= SO(F’xks). It follows that HF. o is closed
and therefore compact. As a consequence, HF . z is compact, too.

1.7. LEMMA. Let n = 3. Then F is rational and isotropic over k if and only if it is
zero on infinitely many lines in k3.

Proof. If F is rational over k, then SO(F) is defined over k. If now F is zero on
some rational line, then it is zero on all its transforms under SO(Fxk), and
those are infinite in number since SO(F)(k) is Zariski-dense in SO(F).
Assume now F to be zero on infinitely many rational lines in k3 (viewed as

embedded diagonally in ks). Take as a universal field an algebraically closed
extension K of k containing the fields ks (s e S). Then the cones F., = 0 (s E S) in K3
have in common a Zariski-dense set of k-rational points. Hence they are
identical, all defined over k, and then F is rational and isotropic over k.

1.8. Since k c ks, the ks-module ks can be viewed as a vector space over k. A
subset D c ks will be called a k-line if it is a one-dimensional subspace for this
structure, i.e. if D = k. x, for some x E ks - {0}. It is rational if D c kn. If n = 1,
and all components x, of x E ks are not zero, then os. x is discrete in ks. However,
if at least one component x, is zero, then the set os. x is not discrete, more
precisely contains a sequence of non-zero elements accumulating to 0, since
there is a sequence u,, E os - {0}, n = l, 2 ... such that un,s - 0 for all s ~ r.

Let now D = k. x be a rational line in k n. Then D n os is a finitely generated os-
module, therefore if Fs(x) ~ 0 for all s E S, then F(D n os) is discrete in ks. It
follows that if F satisfies (iii) of Theorem A, then it takes arbitrarily small values,
no component of which is zero, on S-integral points belonging to infinitely many
rational lines.

If on the other hand there exist r, s E S such that F,(x) = 0 and F,(x) * 0 for
some X . onS, then F is obviously not rational, and moreover by the remark in the
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previous paragraph, it satisfies (ii). In this case therefore, the Oppenheim
condition is already fulfilled for x ~ D n os.

1.9. PROPOSITION. Let F be the set of all non-degenerate isotropic quadratic
forms on ks, and (a), (b), (c) the three statements:

(a) Any F ~ F is either rational or satisfies (ii) of Theorem A.
(b) Any F ~ F is either rational or satisfies (iii) of Theorem A.
(c) If F ~ F and ZEn are such that we can find an open neighborhood U of the

origin in k3 and a finite union C of k-lines (see 1.8) satisfying the condition

then HF, Z is compact.

Proof. We show first that (b) ~ (c). Since g E Gs is k-linear, the statement (c) is
invariant under conjugation by Gs and we may assume without loss of general-
ity that z = os in (*). Under (iii), F takes arbitrary small values on elements of0 3
belonging to infinitely many rational lines (1.8); we see therefore that (*) prevents
(iii) to hold, and F is rational. If it were isotropic over k, then it would be zero on
infinitely many rational lines (1.7), again contradicting (*). Therefore F is

rational, anisotropic over k, hence HF. os is compact.
We now prove that (c) ~ (a). Let F E F and assume it is not rational. Then it

can be zero on only finitely many rational lines (1.7). Let C be their union.
Assume (ii) is not true for some 8 &#x3E; 0. There exists a neighborhood U of the
origin in ks such that |Fs(us)| ~ e/2 for all s E S and u = (us) E U. Then (*) of (c) is
fulfilled for this choice of U, C and z = os. By (c), HF. os is compact, and then
HF = M(ks) for some k-subgroup of SL3 (1.2), which is equivalent to saying that
F is rational.

1.10. REMARK. By definition here, F is isotropic if each F, is so. This is stronger
than the usual requirement: F(x) = 0 for some non-zero vector in k". However, it
is necessary here because if we allow one Fs to be anisotropic, Theorem A cannot
hold. To see this, observe first that if Fs and F’ are anisotropic over kn, then
IFS(x)IS/IFS(x)IS is bounded from above and away from zero on any compact
subset of ks not containing the origin, whence the existence of a constant c &#x3E; 1

such that

Let now F be a rational form; assume F, to be anisotropic over knr for some
r E S, and let F’ = (FS) be such that Fs = Fs for s ~ r but F’ is an anisotropic form
on knr which is not a multiple of F . Then F’ is irrational, but in view of (1), F’(O»)
is still discrete, since F(os) is so.
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2. Geometric lemmas

I n this section, unless otherwise stated, the field K is either R or C.

2.1. Let U be a connected unipotent K-group, dits dimension. As a variety, U is
K-isomorphic to the d-dimensional affine space under "log". Let ui be coordin-
ates in the latter and use multiexponential notation for monomials, i.e. if

a = (a, Otd) E Nd, then ua stands for Uil ... Udd and lai = E ai. If u = (ui), then 03BBu
is the element with coordinates Âui (03BB E K).

LEMMA. Let U be as before, E a finite dimensional vector space defined over K
and 0’: U ~ GL(E) a rational representation of U in E, defined over K. Let F be the
fixed point set of 03C3(U) in E. Choose Co E F(K) and let ci E E(K) - F(K) (i = 1, 2, ...)
be a sequence of elements tending to Co as i ~ oo. Then there exists a non-constant
K-morphism of varieties ~: U ~ F, mapping the identity onto co, such that ~(U(K))
belongs to the closure of the union of the orbits 6(U(K)) . ci (i = 1, 2, ...). If U is
commutative, then there exist a sequence 03BBi E K* and a subsequence {cri} of {ci},
such that |03BBi| ~ oo and ~(u) = limi O’(Âi. u). Cri for all u E U.

Proof. Fix a basis (ei) of E(K). Then 03C3(u) = (03C3(u)p,q) is represented by a matrix
whose coefficients are polynomials on U, with coefficients in K. Let (ci,,) be the
coordinates of ci . The p th coordinate of 03C3(u). ci is then

For a given i, the ap,i,03B1(|03B1| ~ 0) are not all zero since, by assumption, ci is not
fixed under 03C3(U). We can find Âi E K* such that

Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may arrange that po, ao are

independent of i. Again going over to a subsequence, we may assume that the
ap,i,03B103BB|03B1|i converge for lai ~ 0. But this is automatic if jal = 0, since the sequence
ci converges. Let then

We define

i.e. by
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If u = 1, it is represented by zero in our coordinates, hence 03BBi. u = u and

The map 03C8 is not constant since by our construction la,,,,l = 1 for some choice
of p, 03B1(|03B1| ~ 0). This implies that lâil - cc, because otherwise a subsequence of
{03BBi.u} would converge to some element v(u) E U and limi03C3(03BBi.u).cri would be
equal to v(u). c,,, hence to Co since Co E F, and 03C8 would be a constant map.
Assume now U to be commutative. We claim that in this case 03C8(U) c F, hence

that ç = 03C8 fulfills our conditions. We have to show

We have v. 03C8(u) = limi v. 03C3(03BBi. u). Cri hence also, since U is assumed to be

commutative

But

Since IÂ,l ~ oo we see that (8) follows from (4) and (5).
We now drop the assumption that U is commutative and write ci for c,,. To

prove the first assertion, we proceed by induction on the codimension of F in E.
There is nothing to prove if F = E, so we assume the first assertion established if
the ci belong to a proper U-stable subspace defined over K of E and

containing F.
Let now L be a K-subspace of E of codimension one, stable under U and

containing F. Since U is unipotent, this always exists and moreover U acts
trivially on E/L. Let 03C0: E ~ E/L be the canonical projection. The relation ci - c,,
implies 7r(ci) ~ 0, hence also 7r(u(Âi. u). ci) -+ 0, which shows that 03C8(U) c L. If
now some neighborhood of the identity in U(K) has its image in F(K), then
03C8(U) c F. Otherwise, there is a sequence ciEL(K) - F(K), belonging to 03C8(U(K)),
which converges to c,,. By the induction assumption, there is a non-constant K-
morphism of varieties 9: U ~ F, sending 1 onto co, such that ç(U(K)) is in the
closure of the union of the orbits 03C3(U(K)). cj. By construction (see (6)), ci belongs
to the closure of the union of the orbits u(U(K». ci. Then so does a(U(K». cj,
hence also ~(U(K)).

2.2. In the sequel, there is some interplay between the Zariski topology and the
analytic topology. We first settle a minor technical point.

Let G be a K-group, Ui (i ~ I) a finite set of smooth irreducible K-varieties,
ui E Ui (K) and f : Ui ~ G a K-morphism sending u, onto the identity (i ~ I). It is
standard that the fi(Ui) and their inverses generate a K-subgroup L [B: 2.2].
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Assume now that Ui(K) is Zariski-dense in Ui(i ~ I). We claim that if g is any
neighborhood of ui in Ul(K) (in the K-topology), then the topological identity
component L(K)o of L(K), viewed as a Lie group over K, is generated by the fi(Vi)
and their inverses.

By [B: 2.2], there exist n ~ N, a sequence i(j) of elements in 7 ( j = 1,..., n) and

03B5j = ± 1 such that the image of Y = 1-Ij U;g under the map

is the K-group L. We may assume the Y’s to be open. Then Z = 03A0j Vi(j)
contains a point at which d03BC is surjective, since the set of such points is Zariski-
open in Y, so the image of Z contains a non-empty open set in L(K) and the
group it generates contains L(K)o.

2.3. PROPOSITION. Let G be a connected K-group and U a unipotent
K-subgroup. Let M be a subset of G(K) - NG(U)(K) whose clo-

sure contains the identity. Then there is a K-morphism of varieties 4(: U ~ NG(U),
mapping the identity onto the identity, and a Zariski K-open neighborhood V of 1
in U such that 03C8(V(K)) c U(K). M. U(K) and 03C8(V(K)) meets any left-coset of
U(K) in at most one point. There is in NG(U)(K), viewed as a Lie group over K, a
connected Lie subgroup L, containing U(K) strictly and belonging to the subgroup
generated by NG(U)(K) n U(K). M. U(K).

Proof. There exists a finite dimensional vector space E defined over K with a
line C and a rational representation (1: G ~ GL(E) defined over K such that U is
the subgroup of G leaving fixed any point of C. Fix c0 ~ C. We have then
G. c0 ~ G/ U and since U is unipotent, also G(K). c0 ~ G(K)/U(K). Let F be the
fixed point set of U in E. It contains C and it is elementary that

Let now (mi) (i = 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence of elements in M tending to the identity
and let ci = ml . c0. Then ci E E(K) - F(K) and ci ~ c,,. We may apply 2.1 to get a
non-constant K-morphism of varieties qJ: U -+ F such that qJ(l) = co and
cp(U(K)) is contained in the intersection of F(K) with the closure of

U i03C3(U(K)). ci, hence, a fortiori, in

The orbit G. c,, is Zariski-open in its closure, which contains C. Therefore U
contains a Zariski K-open subset V such that qJ(V(K)) belongs to C n G.c0.

Since U is unipotent, there exists a section s : G/U - G, defined over K, of the
fibration of G by U. Then 03C8 = SoqJ is a non-trivial K-morphism U - G mapping
1 onto 1, whose image meets any left coset of U in at most one point. The set
03C8(V(K)) is contained in the inverse image of C, which is obviously equal to

.%G(U)(K) n U(K). M. U(K). This proves our first assertion.
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The second assertion now follows from 2.2, applied to the case where {Vi}
consists of U and K

2.4. NOTATION. We recall and adapt to our framework some notation of [M].
The field K being understood, we let G = SL3(K),

(s E K, t ~ K*), V, (resp. v2, resp. D) the group generated by the vl(s) (resp. v2(s),
resp. d(t)), V = Yl . V2 and if K = R,

Thus our notation deviates from [M] only in that our DO is D there. If K = C,
then D° = D.

As pointed out in [M], it is easily checked that

H c SL3(K) denotes the special orthogonal group of the form 2x X2
The group D. VI is then maximal solvable in H.

2.5. PROPOSITION. Let M c G - NG(V1) be a subset whose closure contains
the identity. Then the subgroup C generated by .% G(VI) n Yl . M. VI contains

either V or a subgroup of the form v. D° . V1 . v-1 for some v E Y.
Proof. By 2.3, the subgroup C has a connected Lie subgroup L containing V,

strictly. Since NG(V1) = D. V, the quotient NG(V1)/V1 is isomorphic to D. V2 (i.e.
to the affine group of the line). It is elementary that its only connected Lie
subgroups over K are Y2 and the Y2-conjugates of D°, whence the proposition.

2.6. PROPOSITION. Let M be a subset of G - H whose closure contains the

identity. Then H. M. DO . VI contains Y2 if K = C and either V2’ or V2- if K = R.
Proof. For K = R, this is Lemma 7 in [M]. Our proof is basically the same and

we only point out the modification allowing us to include the case K = C.

There is no change in the argument of p. 394 in [M] until the last five lines.
There, instead of Lemma 13(i), we invoke 2.1 above and conclude that there is a
non-constant K-morphism of varieties of V, into n2 whose image contains the
origin. If K = C, it is then surjective. If K = R, its image contains at least one of
the half-lines n+2, n-2. Then the relation on the last line of p. 394 in [M] shows
that H. M. DO . VI contains Y2 if K = C and either V2’ or V2- if K = R, under the
assumption that M n Y2 is empty. If it is not, we see from the argument on p. 395
that H. M. DO . VI contains all elements V2(S) E V2 with s = t2. So, for some So ~ 0
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and all t ~ K*. If K = C, this contains V2 - 0, hence the closure contains V2. In the
real case, it contains either V2 or V2 .
2.7. LEMMA. Assume K = R. Let X be a second countable locally compact space
on which V2 operates continuously and x ~ X. If V2 . x (resp. V2 . x) is relatively
compact, then its closure C contains a non-empty subset invariant under V2.
Proof. Let qJ(x) be the set of limit points of sequences V2(tn). x, where tn --+ 00
(resp. tn - - oo). It is contained in C, and is not empty since C is compact. We
claim that it is invariant under Y2. Let y E qJ(x) and write it as limn-. 00 V2(tn). x,
where {tn} is as before. For t E R, we have

But t + t" tends to oo or to -~ with tn, hence v2(t) . Y E ~(x).

2.8. REMARKS. (1) 2.1 and 2.3 are valid over a non-archimedean local field K
and the proof are identical, with one minor modification to take into account the
fact that the set of absolute values is discrete, more precisely the set of powers of
some real number CE(O, 1). Now in 2.1 (2), (3) we let the absolute value in K be
the normalized absolute value, keep (2) and replace (3) by

(2) In [M], Lemmas 1 and 4 are for general locally compact second countable
groups and we shall be able to use them without any modification. Our 2.3 is a

replacement for Lemma 5 of [M] and our 2.1 one for Lemma 13(i) of [M]. The
formulation of the latter was suggested to one of us by P. Deligne. We have
already pointed out that 2.6 generalizes Lemma 7 of [M]. Over R, Proposition
2.5 is a weaker version of Lemma 8(ii) of [M], weaker in the sense that we
assume M c G - %G(V1) rather than in G- Vl. But thanks to 1.1 and 3.1, we
shall not need this stronger statement in the proof of 3.4. Finally, 2.7 is just a
more general formulation of the argument in Lemma 12 of [M].

3. The implications (i) ~ (ii) in the archimedean case

From 3.4 on, it is assumed in this section that S = S 00 .

3.1. LEMMA. Let T be a finite set, Qt (t E T) a locally compact second countable
group, Q the product of the Qt, U a closed subgroup of Q and prt the projection of Q
onto Qt. Fix s E T and q E Q. Let r’ be a discrete subgroup of Q on which prs is
injective. Assume Ds is a subgroup of Qs containing an element d which contracts
prsU and such that the image of Ds. q in Q/0393 is relatively compact. Then
U ~ q.0393.q-1 = {1}.

Proof. The projection prs is also injective on q. r . q-1, so we may (and do)
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replace r by q. 0393.q-1. As Ds is now relatively compact modulo r, there exists a
sequence of elements y. c- r such that the set {d". yj (n E N) is bounded in Q. Let
03B3 ~ U n rand y, = prt(y). By assumption,

therefore d" . 03B3.d-n converges to some element l5 E Q such that prs03B4 = 1 and
prt03B4 = yt for t ~ s. But we can write

and, as dn03B3n has a convergent subsequence, we see that a subsequence of
{03B3-1n· y. 03B3n} converges to an element of Q whose image under prs is the identity.
Since r is discrete and yn 1. y. yn e 0393, the subsequence is eventually constant,
therefore prs(03B3-1n. y. 03B3n) = 1 for some n, whence prs03B3 = 1 and y = 1 in view of our
assumption on r.

3.2. We now revert to the setup of Theorem A, assume n = 3 and introduce some
further notation, extending that of 2.4 to the S-arithmetic case.
We let Gs = SL3(ks) and G or Gs be the product of the Gs (s ~ S). Let prs be the

projection of G onto Gs (s E S). For 9 e G, the element prS(g) is also called the s-
component of g. For s ~ S, we let V1,s, V2,s, K and Ds be the groups defined as VI,
V2, 11; D in 2.4, except that now the entries are in ks for the first three groups, in ks
for the last one.

We let r = SL3(os) and view it as a subgroup of G via the diagonal embedding.
It is discrete, of finite covolume, but not cocompact. Let S2 = G/ r.
Given a quadratic form F = {Fs} on ks we let Hs = SO(Fs)(ks) and HF be the

product of the Hs’s. Recall that F is always assumed to be non-degenerate and
isotropic.

If S = Soo, then, as in 1.2, we view G as the group of real points of the Q-group
L = Rk/QSL3 obtained from SL3 by restriction of scalars from k to Q.

3.3. PROPOSITION. Let r ~ S and YEn. Then D0r.Vr.y and, for r real,
Dr . Yl,r . V+2,r. Y and Dr . V1,r. V-w,r.y, are not relatively compact.

We first consider D0r. Vr.y (over R or C) and choose g e G such that g. o3 = y.
Given a plane E in k;, there exists a sequence bn ~ n3 such that the s-

component bn,s ~ 0 for s ~ r while the r-component bn,r is not contained in E.
Therefore we can find a sequence an e g. n3 such that an,s ~ 0 for s ~ r and that
the third coordinate an,r of an,r is not zero. It is then elementary to choose first
Vn ~ Vr such that the first two coordinates of Vn . an,r are zero and then dn e D0r such
that dn. vn. an,r ~ 0, whence also dn. Vn . an ~ 0. The lemma for D0r.Vr now follows
from Mahler’s criterion.

Let r be real and assume that the closure C of D0r.V1,r.V+2,r.y (resp.
D0r. V1,r. V-2,r.y) is compact. By 2.7, C contains a non-empty subset Q invariant
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under V2r. Then D0rVr.Q is contained in C. Since C is assumed to be compact,
this contradicts what has already been proved.

REMARK. 3.3 extends to our case Lemmas 11 and 12 of [M]. We have used a
simplification of the proof of Lemma 11 proposed by B. J. Birch.
We recall that, up to the end of this section, we assume that S = Soo.

3.4. THEOREM. Let z ~ 03A9 and assume that HF . z is relatively compact. Then
HF . z is compact.

Proof. This statement is invariant under conjugation in G. Since a non-
degenerate isotropic quadratic form on ks is equivalent to a multiple of the
standard form 2x1x3 - x22, there is no loss in generality in assuming that FS is
equal to the latter form, hence that HS = SO(2xlX3 _ x2) for all s. We shall do
so. We write H for HF.

Let Z = Hz. Let X c Z be a minimal H-invariant closed subset and Y c X a

minimal Yl-invariant closed subset of X (these exist since Z is compact). We
shall first show that Y is D°-invariant.

Fix r E S. Let £ be a minimal closed V1,r-invariant subset of Y and let R be the
identity component of the group of elements g E NG(V1,r) such that g. 1’;, = Y,,.
Choose y E 1’;,. We claim that R n Gy is not cocompact in R. Assume to the
contrary that it is. Then R. y is closed, homeomorphic to R/(R n Gy), contained
in 1’;, and containing V1,r.y. The latter being dense in Y0, we see that 1’;, = R. y
and we are in the situation of 1.1, up to conjugacy, but with the present group L
(see 3.2) playing the role of G there. Let g E G be such that g. y = 03. Then, by 1.1,
g.R.g-1 = (R)0, where E is the smallest Q-subgroup of L containing
g. V1,r. g-1. The group prr(R) is contained in the Gr-normalizer of Yl ,r, which is
equal to Dr.Vr, hence solvable, so E is solvable. Since it is the smallest Q-

subgroup containing the unipotent group g. Vi, r·g-1, it is in fact unipotent.
Since any unipotent subgroup of Dr.Vr is contained in Vr, we see that

prr(R) c Vr. Consequently, Dr contains an element d which contracts prr(R). The
discrete group Gy is conjugate to r, hence prr is injective on Gy. Moreover, D0r. y,
being contained in Z, is relatively compact. Therefore 3.1 holds and shows that
R n Gy = {1}, a contradiction which implies that R n Gy is not cocompact in F.
Lemma 4 of [M] now shows that

contains 1 in its closure. On the other hand, since Mo n R is empty, Lemma 2 in
[M] implies that Mo c G - NG(V1,r). By Lemma 3 of [M], 1’;, is stable under the

subgroup Q generated by NG(V1,r) n V1,r. Mo V1,r. As

it follows from 2.5 that Q contains either V, or v. Dr . Yl,r . v-1 for some v E V. An
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elementary computation shows that if v ~ Vr - V1,r then

contains DrVr if r is complex and either D0r.V1,r.V+2,r or D0r. V1,r. V-2,r if r is real.
The group Q leaves Y0 stable. Therefore, if either Q ::) Vr or v ~ Vr - V1,r then X
contains an orbit of Dr.Vr if r is complex and the set of transforms of a point
under D0r. V1,r, V+2,r or D0r. V1.r. V-2,r if r is real. Since X is compact, this contradicts
3.3. Consequently v E V1,r and Q contains D0rV1,r, i.e. Y0 is stable under D0r.V1,r.
As Y is minimal closed invariant under VI and D0r normalizes Vi, Lemma 2 of
[M] shows that Y is stable under D0r. This being true for every r ~ S, we see that
Y is DO -invariant, as claimed.

Choose y e Y and let

Assume first that 1 e M. For some s e S we can find a sequence {mi} c M tending
to 1, such that prsmi ~ Gs - Hs for all i’s. Since H,D, V1 are products of their

projections on the Gs’s, it follows from 2.6 that HMDoVl contains V2,s if s is
complex, and either V+2,s or V-2,s if s is real. But Y is a minimal closed D° . V,
invariant set. By Lemma 1 of [M], g. Y c Z for any g ~ NG(V1) ~ HMD0V1.
Therefore we have V2,s y c Z if S is complex and either V+2,s.Y ~ Z or

V-2,s, Y c Z if s is real. As a consequence, for y E Y,

and

Since Z is compact this contradicts 3.3 and shows that 1 e M. As y E X and X is a
minimal compact H-invariant set, Lemma 4 of [M] implies that H/(H n Gy) is
compact. We claim that z E Hy. By assumption YEZ, therefore y is a limit of
elements hn.z (hn ~ H). We can write hn.z=cn.y with cn ~ G, en --+ 1. But then
en, y E Z i.e. c. E M. Since 1 e M, we have cn E H for n big enough, whence our
contention. But then H. z = H. y is compact.

3.5. We shall say that a sequence tn = (tn,s)s~S in ks (tn,s E ks), tends to infinity if
Itn,sls ~ oo for s complex and tn,s ~ oo for s real.
Given YEn, we let ~(y) be the set of limit points of sequences v1(tn).y, where

tn ~ oc in ks.

LEMMA. Let y, z ~ 03A9. Assume that HF . z is compact, y ~ HF.z and Vi . y is

relatively compact. Then 0(y) t- HF, z.

For k = Q, this is Lemma A of [M]. The proof in the present case is so similar
that we shall not repeat it in detail. Assume this assertion to be false, we find as
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in loc. cit. p ~ G/H, different from the origin q = H in G/H such that q ~ V1.p.
Now G/H is the product of the Gs/Hs (s e S) and VI, p the product of the V1,s’ Ps,
so that for each s, the point qs = HS should be in the closure of V1,s. PS. Since
ps ~ qs for at least one s this is impossible because Gs/Hs is an affine variety (or at
any rate open and closed in one if s is real), and any orbit of a unipotent group in
an affine variety is closed, hence V1,s.ps is also closed in Gs/Hs in the ordinary
topology.

3.6. THEOREM. Let z ~ 03A9. Assume there exist a finite union C of k-lines (cf. 1.8)
and an open neighborhood U of the origin in ks such that

Then HF - z is compact.
Proof. Let g E G be such that g. n3 = z. After having replaced F by ’g. F. g and

U, C by g-1. U, g-1. C, we are reduced to the case where z = n3. Of course,
0 3 n k . x (x E ks) is ~ {0} if and only if x E k". We may assume that C consists of
finitely many rational lines.

In HF. we choose a unipotent one-dimensional subgroup 6s which does not
fix any line in C and let Q be the product of the Qs.
We claim there exists a neighborhood U’ of the origin in ks such that

for every non-zero

Let x ~ C n o3 - {0}. For every s, x., :0 0 and, by our choice of Q, the element xs is
not fixed under Qs. Therefore q H q. xs is injective. Since Qs is unipotent, Qs. x, is
closed in ks and does not contain the origin, hence Q. x does not meet some
polydisc Ud = {u = (us) Ilusls  d}.
But then the same is true for all elements 03BB.x (Â e o - {0}). Indeed, we have

and at least one of |03BBs| is ~ 1, since 03BB ~ n, 03BB ~ 0.
As we remarked in 1.8, if L is a rational line, then L n v’ is a finitely generated

module. There exists therefore a finite subset E of C n n3 - {0} such that
C n n3 = o. E. The claim (2) now follows by choosing a constant d suitable for
every e ~ E. In the sequel, we assume, as we may, that U in (1) is chosen small
enough to be contained in U’. In view of the assumption (1), we have now

therefore Q . 03 is relatively compact in Q by Mahler’s criterion. From then on,
the argument proceeds as in Section 4 of [M]. Since our framework and
formulation are somewhat different, we describe it for the sake of completeness.
We identify ks with Qs, hence ks with Q and let q(t) be the element of Q

corresponding to t = {ts} ~ kS. Let Y be the set of accumulation points of
sequences q(tn). n3, where tn ~ cc in the sense of 3.5. Since Q. n3 is relatively
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compact, Y is compact and not empty. The argument of 2.7 shows that it is
invariant under Q. We claim that it is connected. Assume it is not. Then it is the
union of two disjoint non-empty compact subsets Yo, Yi. There exists on n a
continuous compactly supported real valued function, with values in [0, 1],
equal to 0 on Yo and to 1 on Y1. Let a E Yo and b E Y, Then a = lim,, q(an). n3 and
b = lim. q(bn) . 03, where {an} and {bn} are sequences in ks tending to infinity (3.5).
We may assume.

We can find a curve Cn = {cn(t)|t ~ [0,1]} in ks such that cn(0) = an, cn(1) = bn and

There exists then en E Cn such that f(q(c,,). n3) = 1/2. The elements q(cn). n3 have
an accumulation point x ~ Q by compactness. But, clearly, cn ~ 00 in the sense of
3.5, hence x ~ Y Since f takes the value 1/2 on x this is a contradiction, proving
that Y is connected.

Let now y E Y. We want to show that H. y is relatively compact. By
construction, there exists a sequence {tn} c ks tending to infinity in the sense of
3.5 such that q(tn). n3 ~ y. Let x be an element of the lattice y. There is then a
sequence Xn E 03 such that q(tn) . xn ~ x in ks. We claim that for n big enough,
xn ~ C. Assume the contrary. Passing to a subsequence, we may further assume,
in the above notation, that xn = Àn. e for some fixed element e E E and Â,, E o. For
each SES, the orbit 6s. es is closed and homeomorphic to Qs. Therefore qs(tn,s).es
diverges. Again passing to a subsequence, we may assume that |03BBn|s ~ 1 for some

fixed s and all n’s, and then it is clear that

diverges, too. Hence q(tn) . Xn diverges. Therefore x,, 0 C for n big enough. Then,
for h E HF, we have

By (1), h. q(tn). x. 0 U, hence h. x e U. This shows that HF, Y n U = {0} hence, by
Mahler’s criterion, that HF.y is relatively compact for every y E Y By 3.4, HF - y
is then compact. Let us show that HF has at most countably many compact
orbits in Q. Assume that HF.a.n3 is compact for some a E G. Then

a -1. HF.a.n3 is compact and, by 1.2, a-1. HF.a is the group of ks-points of
some k-subgroup of SL3. But SL3 has only countably many k-subgroups.
Therefore the groups a-1. HF . a, where a E G is such that HF. a. n3 is compact,
form a countable set. But HF is its own normalizer in G, therefore if

a-1.HF.a=b-1.HF.b (a,bEG), then aEHF.b and HF.a.n3=HF.b.n3,
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whence our statement. It now follows that Y is the union of at most countably
many disjoint closed sets of the form Y ~ HF.y. Since it is compact and

connected, as we saw earlier, it must be contained in one of them, say Y c H . z,
for some z e Y Then the lemma in 3.5 shows that 03 E Y; therefore HF.n3 is
compact, and the theorem is proved.

3.7. COROLLARY. The conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem A for S = Soo are
equivalent.

By 1.3, it suffices to prove this for n = 3. Our assertion now follows from 3.6
and the implication (c) ~ (a) of 1.9.

4. Proof of Theorem A when F is rational for some s E S

4.I. In this section we assume |S| ~ 2, F irrational, the existence of a form F0 on
k" and of q E S such that Fq = cq . F0 for some cq E k*. Let S’ be the set of SES such
that F., = cs. F0 with cs E k*. The set S’ contains q and, since F is irrational,
S’ ~ S. Let T = S - S’.

Let Qo be the k-variety defined by Fo = 0 and Qo,s = Qo x ks . Similarly let Qs be
the ks-variety defined by Fs = 0. It characterizes Fs up to a multiple. We have
Q0,s = Qs for s~S’ but Q0,t ~ Qt for t ~ T. In particular, for t ~ T,
dim(Q,,,, n Qt)  n - 1 and Q0,t(kk) ~ Qt(kt). [Recall that F, is isotropic, hence
Qt(kt) is Zariski dense in Qt .]
For t ~ T, let Lt be a fixed open subgroup of SO(Fo)(kt) and M, be the set of

vectors in ki - Qo(kt), which can be mapped into Qt(kt) by an element of Lt. Then
Mt is a non-empty open subset of kt and clearly k* . Mt = Mt. We fix an element
et,l of Mt. Then the line kt.et,1 is in Mt, except for the origin. Complete et,1 to a
basis (et,i) of kr. Let us denote by Dt,r the dise |x|t  r in kt (r &#x3E; 0, real).
For r &#x3E; 0, let Bt,r and Ct,r be the products of the discs Dt,r . et,j (j=2,...,n),

and Dt,r . et,j ( j = 1, 2,..., n) respectively. We choose a ] b &#x3E; 0 so small that for

aliter
(i) et,1 + Ct,a is contained in Mt. (We note here that then (Dt,m -Dt,1)et,1 + Ct,a

is contained in Mt for all m &#x3E; 1).
(ii) The sum of any |T| elements of Ct,b is contained in Ct,a.
We shall now use elementary geometry of numbers to prove:

(*) Given a polydisc U = TIses’ Us centered on the origin in knS’, there exists
x E os such that xs ~ US for s E S’ and xt E Mt for t ~ T.

Proof. Let V = 03A0s~S’ Vs be a bounded polydisc centered on the origin such that
the sum of any 2 1 TI elements of V is contained in U. Let te T. We shall show
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(*)t There exists y(t) ~ nS and m  2 such that y(t)s ~ Vs + Vs, if s ~ S’,

y(t)t ~ (Dt,m - Dt,1)et,1 + Bt,b and y(t)t’ ~ Ct’,b if t’ E T - {t}.
Assume this to be established. Then in view of the conditions (i) and (ii), the

sum of the y(t), t E T, satisfies (*).
We now fix t E T and prove (*)t. For a positive real number r, let

On ks take the product of the usual Haar measures on the ks and let c be the
volume of ks/os. The set os is discrete in ks, hence (03A91 + 03A91) n os is a finite set, say
with q elements. There exists m  2 such that the volume of 03A9m/2 is &#x3E; (q + 1)c.
Therefore at least one fibre of the projection onto ksS/nS, restricted to am/2’ has
more than (q + 1) elements, so we can find y0,...,yq+1 ~ 03A9m/2 such that the
differences xi = y0-yi (i = 1,..., q + 1) are distinct elements of os and at least
one of these, say x1 will then be outside 03A91 + 03A91. Let y(t) = x 1, then y(t) satisfies
( * )t .

4.2. We now prove Theorem A assuming |S| ~ 2 and at least one of the F., to be
rational. From the Introduction and Section 1, we know that it suffices to show
that (i) ~ (iii) when n = 3. We use the notation and assumptions of 4.1 and
write Ho for SO(Fo) ; let Ho be its universal covering and 03C3: Ho -+ Ho the canonical
isogeny. Let r c H0(k) be the stabilizer of os. It is an S-arithmetic subgroup,
which we view, as usual, as a discrete subgroup of Ho(ks). Let rT be its projection
on H,,(kT). We claim first there are open subgroups of finite index L, c Ho(kt)
(t E T) such that the product LT of the Lt’s is contained in the closure of rT. Let r
be an S-arithmetic subgroup of 0(k). By assumption, Ho and Ho are isotropic
over ks for s E S’. Therefore, by strong approximation [P], rT is dense in an open
subgroup of fio(kT), hence 03C3(T) is dense in an open subgroup of Ho(kT). As Q(rT)
is commensurable with FT, our assertion is clear.

Let E &#x3E; 0. We choose first the Us (s e S’) small enough so that |Fs(y)|s ~ e for
YEUse Then, using the group Lt just defined, we construct M, as in 4.1 (te T).
With respect to those choices, we have seen in 4.1 we may find x ~ nS satisfying
the conditions of (*) there. There exists then gt e L, such that yt = gt· x, E Qt(kt) for
every te T; we can find zt ~ Lt · xt close to yt such that 0  |Ft(zt)|t  a/2. The
closure of rT contains LT = 1 -Itc -T Lt, we can therefore find y E r such that

0  |Ft((03B3·x)t)|t  03B5 (t ET).

By assumption, F0,t(xt) ~ 0. But F0,s(xs) is conjugate to F0,t(xt), (s E S’) hence is
also 0. By construction, for s E S’, |F0,s(xs)|s = |Fs(xs)|s  8 and we have just seen
that it is not zero. Since y E Ho, we have Fs((03B3 · x)s) = Fs(xs) hence |Fs(03B3 · x)s)|s  8
for s e S’. Thus the element y - x satisfies our conditions.
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5. Proof of Theorem A

We now revert to the assumptions of Theorem A. As pointed out in the
Introduction and Section 1, to prove Theorem A, it suffices to show that

(i) ~ (iii) when n = 3.
By 4.2, this is true if at least one Fs is rational. There remains to consider the

case where no F, is so. Then, by 1.7, the set of XE kn for which FS(x) = 0 for some
s E S is contained in finitely many lines.
Our present assumption also implies that F | k3 Oç R is irrational hence it

satisfies (ii) for x ~ n by 3.7. More precisely 3.6 and 3.7 show that (ii) is satisfied
by elements x e o3 which belong to infinitely many lines. In view of the above
remark, it follows that (iii) is fulfilled, also by elements belonging to infinitely
many lines. In particular (ii) ~ (iii) is proved if S = S 00 .

Let now S :0 S.. We have j ust seen that (iii) is true if s ~ S~ ] for x E o" on

infinitely many lines.

Let s E S f. The set nits bounded in k:. Therefore given any neighborhood U of
the origin in kns, we can find as E Os (integers of ks) such that as . o" c U. As a
consequence, given e &#x3E; 0, there exists as e os such that IFs(as . x)|s  e for all x c- 0 n.
By strong approximation, there exists a ~ n such that lais = lasls for s E S f. Let

b = maxs~S~ lais. We can find x ~ n such that

We have then

and

This is true for x belonging to infinitely many lines. On the other hand, given
SES, the form Flx) can be zero on only finitely many rational lines, under our
present assumptions. Therefore (iii) is already fulfilled by elements of o" in this
case. This completes the proof of (i) ~ (iii).

REMARK. Combined with 1.6 and 1.9, Theorem A yields some assertions
about orbits in SL3(ks)/SL3(os). For instance, we see from 1.6 that if F is a non-
degenerate isotropic quadratic form on k3S which does not represent zero
rationally, then any relatively compact orbit of HF in SL3(ks)/SL3(os) is

compact.

6. Some remarks on the density problem

6.1. The quotient qs = k*s/k*2s is of order one if ks = C, of order two if ks = R and
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of order 4 or 8 if ks is non-archimedean. Let us consider the following
strengthening of (ii):

(iv) Let e &#x3E; 0 and cs E qs . Then there exists x E os, which satisfies (iii) and such
that Fs(x) E cs for all s E S.

We note first that (iv) is equivalent to

(v) The set F(o» is dense in ks.

Proof. It is obvious that (v) =&#x3E; (iv). Assume now (iv) to hold. Let r = (rs) E ks; let
é, be the class of rs in qs if rs ~ 0, and be any element of qs otherwise. We let cs
stand for a representative of cs. Note that if x ~ cs, then cs 1. x is a square. We
denote by (C S 1. x)1/2 any square root. Let xc-o n be such that Fs(x) E ës for all
s E S. Since o. is a lattice in ks, there exists a universal constant d and u(x) E os
such that

which can be written

By (iv) we can find a sequence xj~nS such that

Therefore

Taking the squares and dividing by c-1s, we get

hence also

6.2. It is of course conjectured that (i) ~ (v), hence that the five conditions (i)-(v)
are equivalent. In view of Theorem A and the above, this would follow from
(iii) ~ (iv).

It was already known in the 1950s that in the original case (k = Q, S = S~), the
truth of the Oppenheim conjecture implies the density of F(Z"). A stronger
result, namely that the values on the primitive vectors are dense, was proved in
[DM]. The truth of the Raghunathan conjecture [Rt] also implies the density of
the values on primitive vectors, in particular that (i) ~ (v) for any k if S = S 00 (§7).
The argument of Section 4 above proves it if the set S’ there consists of complex
places. Whether (i) ~ (v) is true in general seems to be open at present. Of course,
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it would again be true in a stronger form if the Raghunathan conjecture would
hold when non-archimedian places are allowed.

7. Density in the Archimedean case

(Added January 1991)
In this section, we want to show how a recent result of M. Ratner [Rt] yields

the implication (i) ~ (v), in fact a much stronger statement (see 7.9), in the
archimedean case. We shall use a special case of the following theorem:

7.1. THEOREM (M. Ratner [Rt]). Let % be a connected semisimple Q-group,
r c G(Q) an arithmetic subgroup and Q = G(R)/0393. Let H be a closed connected
subgroup of G(R) generated by unipotent elements and z E Q. Then there exists a
closed connected subgroup L of e(R) such that H.z = L.z and L/(L n Gz), where ez
is the isotropy group of z in G(R), has finite volume.

This is in turn a special case of Corollary B in [Rt], but it will suffice for our
needs. From this result and 1.1 we derive first:

7.2. COROLLARY. Let g E e(R) be such that z = g. o, where o is the coset r in
Q. Then g-1.L . g = :¥t g(R)O, where g is the smallest Q-subgroup in 9 whose
group of real points e. (R) contains g-1. H. g.

Proof. After having replaced H and L by g-1.H.g and g-1.L.g, re-

spectively, we may assume that z = o, g = 1. Since r is the isotropy group of o,
the assumption is equivalent to L . r = H . r. Moreover, r n L is of finite

covolume in L by 7.1. Therefore we may apply 1.1 and 7.2 follows.

7.3. In the sequel, S = S~, 00’ therefore os = o. Also ks = k ~Q R and, to make it
clear that we deal with the case S = S~ only, we shall from now on write kR for
ks. As in 1.2, we view the group

as the group of real points of the Q-group e = Rk/QG’, where G’ = SL., viewed
as a k-group.

PROPOSITION. Let Hs be a closed subgroup of Gs = SLn(ks) (s E S~) and H the
product of the Hs. Then the smallest Q-subgroup 2 of q whose group of real
points contains H is of the form  = Rk/Q2’, where 2’ is a connected k-subgroup
of G’.

This is a simple property of the restriction of scalars, for which we have
unfortunately no ready reference. A proof will be given at the end of this section
(7.12).
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Let now n ~ 3 and F = (Fs) be as in Theorem A. Let HS be the special
orthogonal group of F,, and HF = 11, H,,. Then we have:

7.4. COROLLARY. If H = HF then either F is rational or the smallest Q-
subgroup containing H is G.

Proof. We note first that HS is maximal among proper closed connected
subgroups of Gs. This amounts to say that the representation of the Lie algebra
4H,) of H., in L(SLn(ks))/L(Hs) is irreducible. This representation is the

differential of the natural representation of an orthogonal group in the space of
symmetric matrices of trace zero. Its irreducibility (for n ~ 3) is classical. It is
another way to state that SLn(k,,)/H., is an irreducible symmetric space, also a
standard fact.

Let now 2 be the smallest Q-subgroup of G such that (R) ~ H. By 7.2, it is
of the form Rk/Q2’ where 2’ is a k-subgroup of G’. In particular
(R) = 03A0’(ks) is the product of its intersections with the Gs’s. Of course
dim 2’(ks) is independent of s and ’(ks) ~ Hs. Therefore we have either
2’(ks)O = HS or 2’(ks) = Gs for every s. In the former case, 2’ = SO(FO) for a
suitable quadratic form F° on k" and then F = c. F° for some c ~ ke, since a
quadratic form is determined up to a multiple by the group leaving it invariant,
or its identity component.
From this elementary remark and 7.2 we now deduce immediately:

7.5. THEOREM. Let F be irrational. Then the orbit HF . o of the origin in Q is
dense in Q.

In fact, if F is irrational, then in 7.3 we have 2(R) = G hence HF.o = Q.

7.6. An element x ~ n is primitive if a relation a. y = x (a ~ , y ~ n) implies
that a is a unit in o. A m-tuple (x1,..., xm)(m ~ n) of elements in on will be said to
be primitive if it is part of a basis of o" over o or, equivalently, if it spans a direct
summand of o". This is the case if and only if there exists g E GLN(O) such that
g. ei = xi(1 ~ i ~ m), where (ei) is the canonical basis of o". If m  n, we can then

also assume g ~ SLn(). Any primitive m-tuple consists of primitive vectors.
It is clear that a subset (y 1, ym) (m ~ n) of kR is free (over kR) if and only for

each s, the s-components yl,s, ... , Ym,s are linearly independent over ks. In
particular, any free subset is part of a basis. The n-tuple (yl, ... , y") is a basis if
and only if there exists g E GLn(kR) such that g. ei = yi (i = 1,..., n). We shall say
that the basis (yi) is unimodular if such a g can be chosen in SLII(kR). If m  n, any
free m-tuple is part of a unimodular basis.

In the next corollaries, we let BF be the bilinear symmetric form associated to
F. We have then
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7.7. COROLLARY. Assume F to be irrational. Let (y1,..., Yn) be a unimodular
basis of kR over kR. Then there exists a sequence (xj,1, ..., xj,n) ( j = 1, 2, ... ) of
bases of on over o such that

Proof. By assumption, there exists g ~ G such that g. ei = Yi (1 ~ i ~ n). Since
F is irrational, HF - o is dense in Q by 7.5. This is equivalent to saying that
HF - SLn (o) is dense in G, (in the product of the Lie group topologies). There exist
therefore sequences hj ~ HF and 03B3j ~ SLn() such that h,. yj ~ g. Since hj preserves
F, we have

Since (03B3je1,..., y jen) is a basis of on for all j’s, this proves our assertion, with

7.8. COROLLARY. Assume F to be irrational. Let m  n and y1, ..., Ym be a free
subset of kR . 1hen there exists a sequence (xj,1, ..., xj,m) ( j = 1,... ) of primitive m-
tuples of on such that

This follows from 7.7, once it is noted that (y1,..., ym) is part of a unimodular
basis.

REMARK. 7.5 for n = 3 is already proved in [DM], where the consequence 7.8
for m = 2 is also drawn.

7.9. COROLLARY. Assume F to be irrational. Let 03BB1,..., 03BBn-1 E kR. Then there
exists a sequence of primitive (n - l)-tuples (Xj,l’ ..., xj,n-1) ( j = 1, 2, ... ) in o"
such that

1 n particular the set of values of F on the primitive elements of on is dense in kR.
Proof. We note first that, since F,, is non-degenerate, its special orthogonal

group is an irreducible linear subgroup of SLn(ks). In particular, it does not leave
any hyperplane invariant. The form F., being moreover isotropic, assumes all
values in ks. Let 03BBi,s be the s-component of 03BBi. The previous remarks show that
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the level surface Fs(x) = li,s (x e ks) is not contained in any hyperplane. It is then
elementary that we can find a free subset (cs,1,..., cs,n-1) of kns such that

The vectors ) then form a free subset of kR and we have

7.9 now follows from 7.8 for m = n - 1, a = b, and 7.6 (1).

7.10. There remains to justify 7.3. We assume familiarity with the functor of
restriction of scalars [W: §1]. Let E be a perfect field and F a finite separable
extension of E. Let E be the set of embeddings of F in E. Let 9’ be a connected
F-group and G = RF/EG’ be the E-group obtained by restriction of scalars
from G’. The Galois group rE of E over E operates on E by J - y O J. We have

where 03C3G’ is the group obtained from G’ by the base change F ~ (IF.

7.11. PROPOSITION. Let Y be a connected E-subgroup of e. Then there exists
a connected F-subgroup ’ of G’ such that  = RF/EM’ ~  and

(1 vit’ = fe n «e’ for every a E E.
Proof. Let Jt(l = fi’ n 03C3G’ and -4Y be the product of the 03C3. We claim that it is

defined over E. The group 03C3 is defined over 03C3F, clearly. If y E r and J E E, then
6’ = y 0 (J ~ 03A3. Since 03B3J = J, we have therefore "(Y n OW’) = Y n 03C3’G’, hence 
is a É-subgroup whose group of E-points is stable under r. Therefore it is

defined over E [B: AG 14.4]. By construction, it is the product of its inter-
sections with the 03C3G’, therefore  = RF/E’, with ..H’ ~ G’ defined over F

[BT: 6.18].

7.12. Proof of 7.3. Let fe be the smallest Q-subgroup of e such that (R) ~ H.
By 7.11, there exists a k-subgroup ’ of G’ = SL,, such that -4f = Rk/Q’ c .!cf
and 03C3’ = fi’ n 03C3G’ for all Q ~ 03A3. Let 1 be the set of embeddings of k into Q, fix
an embedding of Q into C and view the elements of E as embeddings of k into C.
We may identify S~ to a subset of S consisting of the real embeddings and one
representative of each pair of complex conjugate embeddings. Then sG’(ks) is our
group Gs, and (R) is the product of the groups M,, = svlt’(ks), (SESoo).
By assumption Hs c fe(R) n Gs = Ms, (s ~ S~), therefore H c (R) and then

£f = -4f since by assumption, fi’ is the smallest Q-subgroup whose group of real
points contains H. This proves 7.3.
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